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Fernanda Henry BSc (Hons), MSFS (DNA) currently serves as the Director of Forensic Science Services 
at the Saint Lucia Forensic Science Laboratory in the beautiful island of Saint Lucia. She assumed that 
position in 2017, after spending a year in Bermuda as a DNA Technical Leader. Prior to that she worked 
as a Forensic Scientist II at the Saint Lucia Forensic Science Laboratory specializing in Trace 
examinations, serology and eventually DNA analysis, for over nine years. She was responsible for 
instituting the entire DNA Section in the new lab together with Dr Valerie Fuller of Tulsa, OK. DNA had not 
been included in the original outfit for the new lab, so Valerie and Fernanda created it from design to 
operation, where she was trained as the first DNA analyst on island. She is also a certified FBI QAS DNA 
auditor.  
 
Fernanda has extensive crime scene examinations expertise and experience, assisting at crime scenes 
whenever she is requested. She has also engaged in numerous training workshops with Police and other 
stakeholders in Crime Scene examinations, Evidence handling and preservation and has worked 
extensively to improve sexual assault examinations on the island.  
Ms Henry spearheaded the initiative to install two Evidence Units within the Royal Saint Lucia Police 
Force, ensuring they were equipped with fully trained Evidence Custodians to IAPE standards of 
operations. She also wrote the general and operational manuals according to IAPE standards and 
introduced a computer-based Evidence management system designed by colleagues Danielle Gordon 
and Joy Quinlan.  
 
Ms. Henry is an Associate member of the American Association of Forensic Sciences and she also 
serves as the 1st Vice President of the Caribbean Association of Forensic Sciences.  
Outside of the forensics realm, Fernanda is a singer and dramatist. She loves music and theatre and is 
active in community life. After having served the St. Michael’s parish as a choir director and youth leader 
for over nineteen years, she now assist the youth choir at St. Joseph the Worker parish. She enjoys 
working with young people, helping them to achieve their potential.  
Fernanda’s vision for the Laboratory is ISO 17025 accreditation so that it can be a Center of Excellence 
for forensic services in the Caribbean region.  

 


